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Project FOcUS
Marc	Angelo	Non
History and Purpose Research My experience
Making a Difference
Ø Forming																		
Occupational	and								
Community											
Understanding	for										
Success
Ø Created	in	2015
Ø Has	grown	ever	since
Ø Provides	access	to	
resources	for	students	
with	intellectual	disabilities
Ø Many	teachers	are	aware	of	
inclusion	in	the	classroom
Ø Many	agree	that	training	for	
inclusion	is	necessary
Ø “If	[students]	don’t	feel	they	
belong	in	the	classroom,	
they’re	not	going	to	want	to	
learn...	
Ø How	can	teachers	show	
that	they	care?
Ø Volunteered	on	Nov.	5	and	19
Ø Worked	with	Thomas	and	
“shadowed”	Denny
Ø Met	Kyle	from	Chicago
Ø Great	way	to	gain	knowledge	
and	experience,	and	to	meet	
new	people	
Ø Volunteering	since	9th grade
Ø Previously	worked	with	
intellectually	disabled	students
Ø More	school	volunteering	=	
want	to	work	in	a	school
Ø FOCUS	already	has	a	great	set	
of	staff	and	other	volunteers
Ø BE	NICE!	SHOW	LOVE!	
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